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Dear Clients:

We are pleased to provide you with a report on our fourth quarter,
thoughts on the stock market and some recent developments at the Firm.
U.S. equities capped off a good year with the S&P 500 providing a 3.8%
total return in the fourth quarter. The entire move up came in the month
immediately following the Presidential election . For all of 2016, the S&P logged a
decent 12.0% gain . CK Advisors had our best absolute and relative quarter of
the year. Our equity composite jumped 4.8% (after fees) in the final quarter of
2016, ahead of the benchmark Index by one percentage point. Our annual return
of 13.8% (after fees) was also nicely ahead of the S&P return despite the drag
from a large cash position.
We recently sent your actual account performance and a statement of
management fees . The actual investment performance may vary from our equity
composite for a variety of reasons . As usual, the quarterly fee was debited from
your account.
Post-election, investors made a bet that the new admin istration would
stimulate growth by way of increased government spending on infrastructure, a
rollback of regulations and a reduction in corporate taxes . Interest rates, which
had already been creeping higher, spiked due to the prospects for higher GOP
growth and inflation. Bonds tumbled, erasing most of the gains achieved earlie r
in the year .
Not surprisi ngly, the rally in equities was led by the Financial sector , which
soared a remarkab le 20% on the expectation of a rollback in crippling regulations
and a wider net interest margin as lending rates move up faster than deposit
rates. The Industrial sector also performed well. The Consumer Staples and
Utilities sectors , areas we have long considered overvalued , actually fell in the
quarter. Finally, some of the market's darling growth stocks took a breather as
value stocks performed better , and this rotation helped us.
The near-term outlook for the stock market appears positive due to the
administration's proposed adrenaline shot of fiscal spending and reduced red
tape and taxes . The early feedback from companies reporting fourth quarter
results is optimistic: the tone of business is expected to improve in 2017-18.
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However, there is a long list of intermediate-term concerns stemming from
our populist and unpredictable new President, and it would not be productive to
enumerate all of our serious concerns. Market euphoria could quickly turn sour if
new policies backfire, the national debt soars, or global trade tensions escalate.
We are seeing unprecedented discord in Washington (even within the
Republican majority) , which creates tremendous uncertainty.
In terms of t e investment environment, we will continue to focus on
individual stocks , remain mindful of downside risks, and hope that whatever
macro forces come our way do not overwhelm company fundamentals . While it
may not be particularly comforting , we do not see other asset classes (i.e. bonds,
foreign stocks, cash) as offering a safe haven from the risks that lie ahead.
Shifting to individual securities, our bank stocks and Comcast contr ibuted
positively to performance in the fourth quarter. BB&T, Bank of America and JP
Morgan soared due to the expectation that higher interest rates , a stronger
economy and easing regulation will be very favorable for banks. As mentione d,
profitability will improve markedly with rising rates. Less onerous regulations
should result in lower compliance costs and a reduction in the amount of capital
institutions are required to hold. More vigorous economic activity will drive better
loan growth and credit quality . We initially bought BB&T in late 2015 and
recently added to this name and to our holdings in BAC. These trades have
proved very timely .
Comcast's stock advanced solidly in the quarter and has been an
exceptional performer since our initial purchase . Comcast is both a cable
operator and a content provider through its ownership of NBC Universal. In our
view, the company has the best technology and products in the cable industry
with a leading high speed data product and the most content on demand. The
recent introduction of operating platform X1 further strengthened this position.
X1 makes searchin g, watching and recording entertainment content easier and
more enjoyable. Features include a voice remote as well as the ability to watch
shows on any device and simultaneously record multiple programs . Comcast
enjoys higher revenues and retention from customers who have X1 .
Though Comcast faces a wave of new video competition , we think it can
weather this challenge as the company provides customers a superior video ,
data and voice offering. In addition , any erosion in video should be more than
offset by strength in other businesses . Comcast 's high speed data business
should garner substantial further share gains in both residential and business
markets. The company is also partnering with Verizon to provide cable
customers with wireless phone service , a business with significant long-term
potential.
There are many avenues for growth at NBC Universal. After being ranked
number one for the last three years , NBC has room to increase advertising rates

and retransmission fees - the fees distributors must pay NBC to carry its
channel. Theme parks should continue to grow briskly , driven by better
attractions, hotel expansion and new park openings . Earnings could increase
substantially if management can successfully turn around Spanish TV network
Telemundo and NBC Universal's Consumer Products Group (licensed
merchandise associated with NBC Universal brands) .
Medtronic, International Flavors and Fragrances and Pentair detracted
from performance . Medtronic's stock declined after the medical device maker
reported disappointing quarterly earnings due to a shortfall in revenue growth .
The top line miss resulted from the timing of new product introductions and
unexpected downt urns in certa in markets. We believe that the issues Medtron ic
faced in the period are mainly short-term in nature. Armed with a strong slate of
near-term product launches and a robust pipeline , the company's organic growth
should recover in 2017 and beyond .
International Flavors and Fragrances makes flavors and fragrances for CI
wide variety of consumer goods . The stock fell after the company posted weak
quarterly profits and as investors shifted away from defensive equities. The poor
results were due to an unfavorable sales mix, subpar manufacturing performance
and escalating input costs .
Though faci ng headwinds, IFF's fundamentals are still appealing . The
company competes in generally rational oligopolies with substantial barriers to
entry, such as the global scale and significant investment in R&D required to
compete effectively. IFF's offerings are valuable since taste and smell are critical
product characteristics yet represent a small part of product cost. Switching
costs are high since the company's formulations are customized to client
requirements and often use proprietary technologies. Over time IFF has grown
faster than average because of its technological leadership and enviable position
(over half of sales) in fast growing emerging markets . It is the most profitable
firm in the industry , generating very attractive returns .
Pentair offers products and services for flow control, filtration, thermal
equipment and other industrial applications . The stock was punished in
response to disappointing earnings guidance with management citing generally
soft industrial capital spending , project delays and customer deferral of
maintenance spend ing. Pentair will soon divest its Valves and Controls
business , leaving the company with a portfolio of more attractive businesses and
a much better balance sheet. Unfortunately, the initial earnings dilution from this
sale will be much greater than expected , offsetting the benefits of an improved
portfolio.
We initiated a small position in Microsoft. Recently appointed CEO Satya
Nadella is transforming the software giant. Under his leadership , Microsoft has
shifted from a PC centric business model to one focused on the "cloud" (or the

Internet) and mobile technology. Accordingly , its software is now available
across all devices and on the cloud. The company is transitioning from a
transactional relationship with customers to a recurring , subscription-based
model. Another important change is the move from a largely closed ecosystem
reliant on internally developed Microsoft software to partnerships with outside
developers and even software competitors such as Linux .
These strategic changes are creating new revenue streams and growth
opportunities. The most important of these is the cloud , which has enormous
potential. Microsoft has built a large scale cloud infrastructure which it "rents" to
enterprises and developers. Rapid customer adoption of this infrastructure has
been driven by significantly lower cost and more efficient use of their cornputinq ,
storage and network resources . Requiring enormous upfront investment, this
business initially hurt Microsoft's profitability but has now reached critical mass
and is contributing to margins . The firm provides other cloud products including
third party software and developer applications. It has also expanded in key
areas such as cloud secur ity, data and analytics.
We trimmed our position in United Parcel Service during the quarter. The
prospects for UPS remain encouraging but the stock had become a large
position and seemed fully valued after a big run last year . We also sought to
reduce our exposure to the Industrial sector.

On a separate matter, you may recall that earlier this year, due to the
growth in assets under our management, we shifted our registration from the
States of NY and IL to the U.S. Securities & Exchange Comm ission . We have
just undergone a routine initial examination by the staff of the SEC's New York
Regional Office. There are a few minor changes we will be making to our
regulatory filings (ADV) and procedures in coming months in response to their
comments . None of these changes will affect our investment process.
There is one change we are implementing with this letter. At the time you
became a client you signed our Investment Advisory Agreement and we gave
you a copy . We can provide a duplicate if you want to refer to it now. In that
Agreement, you delegated to us the right:
".. .to buy, sell, hold, exchange, convert or otherwise deal in securities .. .
and to perform any and all acts to accomplish the foregoing , including , without
limitation , opening accounts and effecting transactions for these purposes ... ."
We have never exercised the power delegated to us to open accounts for
any client. During the exam, the SEC expressed concern that the power to open
accounts on the client's behalf might inadvertently give CK Advisors technical
custody of client assets. It is important to us that we avoid custody of all client

assets. Therefore , effective today we unilaterally give up the authority to open
accounts for our clients. If a new account is to be opened, we will have the client
sign the required documents to open the account.
All other terms and conditions of the Investment Advisory Agreement
remain in force . We are giving up the authority to open up accounts in order to
avoid asking each client to sign a revised Investment Advisory Agreement. If you
have any questions or concerns about this matter , please do not hesitate to
contact us.

We appreciate your continued support!

Sincerely ,

Daniel K. Cantor
Managing Member

Enclosure

Jeffrey C. Kinzel
Managing Member

